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Key Factors to remember when answering a ‘How far did X cause Y’ question 

 Have a deep knowledge of the stated factor (Beria) & others in relation to the 

question. e.g: Stalin’s role (Other Individuals), WW2 & Five-Year Plans, (Contextual 

Factors), Legacy Factors (Previous leaders such as Yagoda & Yezhov, Blueprint / 

Framework of Terror previously established). 

 

 Have respect for the entire chronological range / timescale of the question            

(e.g: 1938-1953) and avoid leaving time periods out. 

 

 There is usually more than one cause for every event in History. However, the causes 

of can be ranked in terms of their importance / relative significance. If asked the Q 

‘How far was Steve Jobs responsible for the growth of Apple between 1990-2005?’, 

you would need to consider the role of the stated factor (Steve Jobs) first, then weigh 

it against the contribution of others (Marketing Department, Failures of Microsoft, 

Other key individuals / factors) before reaching a balanced & supported judgement 

on the extent of his role in the growth overall. 

 

 Ensure that you generate a clear argument in the introduction in relation to the Q, as 

well as outlining the context (secret police, its growth & time period) & focus on the 

key words in the Q (responsibility for enlarging the role of secret police). CRITERIA!!! 

 

 Consider the extent to which various different factors were responsible (e.g: Beria & 

the role he played, Stalin’s changing policies – Five-Year Plans, role of WW2, etc.) Do 

not be tempted to write the story of the secret police or Beria – be more 



sophisticated and break the responsibility for the changes that the secret police 

experienced into different ranked factors. 

 

Essay Tips & Food for Thought 
  

• Beria’s role – carved out a role in the economy for the secret police – making the 
police profitable – GULAGS! 
 

• Stalin – The Secret Police were a tool to buttress his power – everything happens 
with his say-so. Beria was effective, but only in as far as he was acting within the 
remit of Stalin’s mandate / licence. Nothing happens without ‘Uncle Joe’s’ say-
so! 

 

• WW2 – Every country needs a huge secret police during war – no more so than 
the Russians, who took an absolute hammering! Could argue that the police 
would more than likely have enlarged whoever was leader, but maybe not as 
effectively. 

 

• Collectivisation & Five-Year Plans – Painful policies often need painful 
enforcement. Plenty of stick was needed to see these through – whoever was 
leader, an enlarged role for the secret police might well have been necessary 
because of the Plans. 

 

• Legacy / blueprint of terror established by the Tsar / Lenin / Yezhov / Yagoda … 
 

 

 



Mechanics of a Question 

 

 

 

AS Markscheme 

 

 



Scaffolding 

Section Requirements Sentence / Paragraph Starters  

Intro  Clear definition of the issue – Secret 
Police 1938-1953 and how the 
organisation grew. 

 Focus on responsibility for their 
enlarging role over the entire period 
(outline chronological summary). 

 Criteria  
 Analyse Beria’s role throughout that 

period. 
 Judgement on the question (to what 

extent was Beria responsible? If not 
him, what?) 

Between 1938 and 1953, the Secret Police … Beria …  
The role of the secret police grew … 
 
In this context, responsibility for enlarging the role of the 
secret police means / refers to … 
 
The main reason the role of the secret police grew between 
1938 and 1953 was … however other factors such as … also 
contributed by … 
 
 

Stated 
Factor 

 Introduce the stated factor (Beria) and 
analyse the contribution it made 

 Use the PEEKL format(?). 
P = Make your Point 
E = Give at least two precise pieces of 

evidence to support it. 
E = Explain the point in relation to the 

question to establish an argument. 
Perhaps balance / nuance / temper the 
point that you are making by 
considering contrasting opinions or 
counter-arguing.  

K = Keep to the question by explicitly 
referring back to it – mini judgement. 

L = Link to your next point. 

Introduce the stated factor analytically – Main / reason of 
secondary importance (etc) why the role of the secret police 
grew between 1938 and 1953 enlarged was Lavrenti Beria … 
 
Beria’s role included … this resulted in … 
 
The result of this was …  
This caused …  
The impact of this was …  
This therefore suggests that … 
This is further supported by …  
Furthermore / Moreover / In addition … 
LEXICOGRAMMATICAL CHUNKS 
 
This subsequently meant that Beria’s contribution in 
enlarging the role of the secret police between 1938 and 
1953 was … because … 
 
Beria’s role was more / less important than X because …  

Factor Two  Introduce factor that enlarged the role 
of the secret police the most (if not 
stated factor) or second most if stated 
factor) 

 PEEKL as above. 

As above 

Factor Three  Introduce factor that was the next most 
significant in relative terms. 

 PEEKL as above. 

As above 

Factor Four (if 
you have time) 

 Introduce factor that was the next most 
significant in relative terms. 

 PEEKL as above. 

As above 

Judgement  Must be consistent with the balance of 
the essay. 

 Justified Judgement on the stated 
factor for the growth of the secret 
police between 1939 and 1953. 

 Justified Judgement on the factor that 
was most responsible / other factors 
for the growth of the secret police 
between 1939 and 1953. 

 

Overall, Beria’s role in enlarging the secret police was (give 
judgment on the role of the stated factor first)  
 
Beria’s role in enlarging the secret police was more / less 
significant (lexicogrammatical chunks) than X because … due 
to … as a result of … 
 
The factor which was had the greatest responsibility in 
relative terms for the enlarging role of the secret police 
between 1938 and 1953 was X because … 
 
Overall, therefore, Beria’s role in enlarging the secret police 
the was significant to a small / large extent as ... moreover … 
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